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Aldora Britain Records 
The Independent Music E-Zine. Issue 56. August 18, 2021. 

This publication is free, but your donations keep us going and growing.                                                                                          

Please consider making a PayPal donation to thealdorabritainrecords@gmail.com. Thank you. 
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The Compilation Series 

As well as producing a regular e-zine, Aldora Britain Records releases superb 

accompanying compilation albums.  This is the best place to discover 

independent, underground, and authentic musical talent from around the 

world.  The albums are priced amazingly generously to make them accessible to 

everybody and these donations are what allows Aldora Britain Records to carry 

on and to grow, so please give more if you can! 

The compilation series has been hugely successful in spreading the word about 

independent artists and bands.  Songs from these albums have so far been 

played on four different continents on over thirty radio shows.  Alongside this, 

we have been the feature of ‘specials’ on four radio stations and podcasts.  They 

have also achieved over 167,000 streams on Bandcamp in the last year! 

You can download the latest compilation HERE!   

Happy listening and be sure to follow up and dig deeper on the artists that you 

discover; thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/celebrations-regrets
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A Note From AB 
Written by Tom Hilton, Aldora Britain Records, July 2021. 

“When Frank was released in October 2003, its commercial performance 

was disappointing … It was a marker, the sound of an inchoate artist 

rapidly taking individualistic form, but the leap from there to what she did 

next – simply, one of the great albums of the 21st century – remains 

astonishing.” 

 Tom Doyle, ‘Blues for Amy’, Mojo Issue 333 (August 2021), Pages 68-70. 

AMY WINEHOUSE has posthumously been recognised as one of the greats – a 

white soul singer that can stand up and be counted alongside the icons of years 

gone by.  With a commercially disappointing debut under her belt, she went on 

to produce one of the finest and most recognisable records of the 21st century 

so far, Back to Black.  She transformed her artform and reignited a personal and 

emotive side of music that hadn’t been explored so brilliantly for many years.  

The elation and the heartbreak of a great soul record was recaptured through 

Back to Black.  Where could she had gone on album number three, four and 

beyond?  A tantalising question! 

It is worth considering that what may have been for the marvellous late Amy 

Winehouse could also apply to so many other artists.  Especially when we think 

towards the independents and the underground bands that are stopped 
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in their tracks early on in their careers.  Lack of funding, lack of backing and lack 

of belief and patience are the plagues of the modern music industry.  How many 

bands and artists these days don’t get to make their sophomore, don’t get to 

make their Back to Black?  They make their Frank but are tragically cut short.  

Maybe it is time to believe in real musicians and artists again. 

Such a band that has quietly been 

going from strength to glorious 

strength over the years is 

Pennsylvania-based TAVERN TAN.  

Unstoppable dirty, swampy, rootsy 

rock and roll with attitude and strut.  

That sounds like an undeniably 

fantastic sonic formula.  You need 

to have a listen to A Barrel Full 

(2009), All the Right Mistakes 

(2012) and Tandemic (2021) to fully 

understand.  Don’t miss out, this 

rock band should be huge. 

There are plenty more where the brilliant Tavern Tan came from too.  We have 

a whole magazine of them this week!  In our interviews section, we welcome 

the powerhouse indie of NURSERATCHED, the electric blues of JED POTTS AND 

THE HILLMAN HUNTERS, the heavy blues of FIVE BLUESMEN and the indie folk 

of THE CHOSEN LONELY.  We have original record features of GRANT NESMITH,  
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HIGHWATER, S.H.I.N.E and DANIEL YOUNG as well as reviews of BABE GURR, 

MUD BAY, MELTING PALMS, GENNI KANE and PETE HAYDON.  Plus THANKS 

LIGHT, THE BUZZDEALERS, GOLDEN SHOWER, SMALL TOWN TIGERS and THE 

NAKED SUN.  Elsewhere, we have a special featurette on JOHNNY CASH, written 

by our good friend NOEL NOLSTON, and we review our compilation release, 

NOMADIC MOVEMENTS.  We complete this week’s line-up with LUCKY SHOTS 

in our ‘From the Vaults’ section. 

As always, an action-packed array of musical talent from all around the globe.  

What more could you ask for?  Sit back and relax, discover some fantastic new 

sounds, and support independent music.  Thank you as always and see you next 

time. 

Keep on working… 
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Did you know we are a real 

record label too?  Here is 

some of our stuff… 
We started off as a blog and, in time, we became an online magazine.  We then 

put together taster compilations but there was still a missing link…  Why not put 

out some original records of the artists that feature in these pages?  In 2020, 

after seven years, we thought we would fully live up to our record label name 

and finally release a single, the memorable ‘That Day’ by JOHN DONEGAN.  Here 

are some of the records we have put out recently…  

“Haunt” by Grant Nesmith  

Sounds like cosmic Americana, psychedelic rock and 

baroque pop.  For fans of The Byrds, The Duke and The 

King and The Jayhawks.  Single available HERE. 

‘Haunt’ sees Nesmith back on the cosmic Americana 

highway as he travels through a soundscape of 

technicolour romanticism.  The song is tenderly written with psychedelic 

flourishes and roaming ambition.  A baroque and cinematic approach, it is 

almost as if Gram Parsons and The Byrds have been transplanted into the 21st 

century.  ‘Long Time Ago’ puts more emphasis on Nesmith’s country folk 

leanings and showcases another wonderful dimension to his expansive sound.  

“Someone To Blame” by Highwater 

Sounds like blues rock, classic rock and southern rock.  

For fans of Led Zeppelin, The Who and Lynyrd Skynyrd.  

Single available HERE. 

‘Someone To Blame’ is a brooding grower, evolving into 

a stadium-ready slice of swinging blues rock.  It shows 

the band in full force.  The rhythm section provide a truly solid backing and the 

guitar input is groove-filled and enticingly seductive.  The track is cemented 

together by a hard rocking soulful vocal – think of Robert Plant or Roger Daltrey 

in their prime.  ‘Roll With the Punches (From A Distance)’ gives listeners the 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/haunt
https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/someone-to-blame
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opportunity to hear Highwater’s creative process at a more primitive stage.  This 

is a raw and honest acoustic take, inspired by the hardest moments of life and 

having the courage to fight back to the top.  There is a southern rock hinting too.  

The 70s hard rock revival is in full bloom. 

“Why Can’t You Love Me” by S.H.I.N.E  

Sounds like neo-psychedelia, Britpop and orchestral 

rock.  For fans of The Verve, Shed Seven and Noel 

Gallagher’s High Flying Birds.  Single available HERE. 

‘Why Can’t You Love Me’ touches on a space between 

Britpop revival and neo-psychedelia, this project’s 

signature sounds, and an expansive take on orchestral rock.  The song roams 

freely and creates a gargantuan melodic soundscape with outpourings of raw 

emotion.  It is a song of longing with a brilliantly-crafted harmonic edge.  B-side 

‘Ships’ explores these colourful psychedelic tones further, introducing a subtle 

lo-fi electro rock influence too.  This track once again taps into the emotive side 

of Peter Azzopardi’s songwriting. 

“Take It or Leave It” by Daniel Young 

Sounds like country folk, country blues and twang.  For 

fans of The Band, Gram Parsons and Hiss Golden 

Messenger.  Single available HERE. 

‘Take It or Leave It’ has a charming country rock twang 

with a relatable vocal delivery.  It is a classic sound done 

with a modern, refreshing twist.  There is an optimistic and jangly outlook that 

is coupled brilliantly with a sun-soaked energy.  The track is naturally upbeat but 

also has an intrinsically thoughtful feel to it, demonstrating the superior 

songcraft on show.  It is quintessential Daniel Young and a fine evolution from 

his previous outing, the Television Static album. 

More ABR original singles and EPs can be discovered HERE. 

Please support our roster of independent artists and bands, and download 

their work if you are able to do so; every little counts.  Many are currently still 

unable to secure enough live work due to Covid-19, record sales are their only 

way to sustain their musical output.  Thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/why-cant-you-love-me
https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/take-it-or-leave-it
https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/
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“We all deserve a chance to 

join in the dance.” 

From ‘Tomorrow’ by Grey Star Ghost 
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The Compilation Series 

As well as producing a regular e-zine, Aldora Britain Records releases superb 

accompanying compilation albums.  This is the best place to discover 

independent, underground, and authentic musical talent from around the 

world.  The albums are priced amazingly generously to make them accessible to 

everybody and these donations are what allows Aldora Britain Records to carry 

on and to grow, so please give more if you can! 

The compilation series has been hugely successful in spreading the word about 

independent artists and bands.  Songs from these albums have so far been 

played on four different continents on over thirty radio shows.  Alongside this, 

we have been the feature of ‘specials’ on four radio stations and podcasts.  They 

have also achieved over 167,000 streams on Bandcamp in the last year! 

You can download the latest compilation HERE!   

Happy listening and be sure to follow up and dig deeper on the artists that you 

discover; thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/celebrations-regrets
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My Opera Career’s Over 
Australian operatic mastermind 

ROBERT MACFARLANE has 

recently reinvented himself as 

the brilliantly bombastic 

NURSERATCHED.  A unique, mad 

and totally mesmerising collision 

of folk, punk and cinematic pop – 

it works.  The debut album, 

Catastrophically Ourselves, is 

easily an early contender for 

2021 album of the year.  An 

adventure into life, love and the 

state of the fragile world that we 

all inhabit, Macfarlane will make 

you laugh, cry and shout a lot.  Fresh from international recognition and a 

Number 1 single on The Aldora Britain Records Independent Top 20, Macfarlane 

is here to set the record straight. 

NURSERATCHED HAS RECENTLY RELEASED A DIGITAL DOUBLE A-SIDE SINGLE ON ALDORA 

BRITAIN RECORDS.  IT IS AVAILABLE HERE. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Hi Robert, how 

are you?  It is awesome to be talking today.  

Thank you for your time!  Let’s start off by 

rewinding the clocks.  What are some of your 

first musical memories and what pushed you 

towards pursuing music? 

ROBERT MACFARLANE: Hey Tom!  Thanks 

heaps for talking too!  My first musical 

memories centre around my dad’s record collection.  I remember learning to put 

on a vinyl was one of my first acquired life skills at around 2 years old – and with 

that skill I started ruining my favourite records by playing them so much.  I think 

first of all was Roy Orbison ‘Oh, Pretty Woman’.  It was the first thing I remember 

as a human being basically.  Then came The Beatles and the rest of my life as I 

knew it was over – it’s an obsession that continues until this very day. 

“I remember learning to 

put on a vinyl was one 

of my first acquired life 

skills … It was the first 

thing I remember as a 

human being basically.” 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/bower-bird-circadian-rhythms
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ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: You are 

currently going full steam ahead with 

your brilliant Nurseratched project.  

Can you tell me about it and how it 

came to be?  What was the initial 

spark?  Is it an outlet for your solo 

musings? 

ROBERT MACFARLANE: Nurseratched 

was initially a veil of darkness or 

pseudonym for experimenting with 

songwriting again after ten years 

making classical music.  I felt like I had 

to be a particular kind of person to fit 

in to the classical / operatic world.  So, 

around 2014 I started making super lo-

fi recordings on a Soundcloud channel – there’s a quasi-album called 9 Days 

which was recorded on an iPhone with no external microphones, which is 

definitely audible! – and in 2018 I released The Monastery of Ones and Zeroes Pt 

1 more widely.  This was after the breakup of my marriage.  The project came to 

be something I turned to in times of crisis I guess. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: The debut is out now!  Catastrophically Ourselves, 

what a record it is!  Can you tell me about your memories of making and releasing 

it, and how do you reflect on it as a whole now? 

ROBERT MACFARLANE: Catastrophically Ourselves is unashamedly a lockdown 

album, and also a bit of a ‘state of the union’ address.  After having a bit of a 

surprise hit with a few politically-tinged songs early on in 2020 – ‘I Think It Was a 

Dream’ and ‘Chicken Soup’ – I returned to a songwriting journey I had started in 

South East Asia at the end of 2019.  I was backpacking through Laos at the time 

trying to heal after a very toxic relationship and a terrible mis-medication which 

led to a major mental health episode.  This is when the song ‘Fluvoxamine’ came 

to me almost fully formed – sitting on the banks of the Nam Ou river in a 

mountain village called Nongkhiaw.  That song has a line in its chorus – 

‘Everybody needs a storm to throw them in the right direction.’ – which for me is 

the ultimate ‘bullet point’ of the whole record.  So, from there, I consciously 

collected songs that looked at life in a fairly head on way.  From the loss of work 

during Covid (‘My Opera Career’s Over’), the dehumanising effects of 
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unemployment (‘Welfare Blues’), a 

strange lockdown obsession with the 

cargo cults (‘John Frum’), to the 

profound changes in the daily rhythm of 

life (‘In Transit’).  The first song, ‘Face of 

The Earth’, and last song, ‘Little Rabbit’, 

are intentionally more general, and aim 

to summarise this extraordinary time 

and its effect on everyone – how we 

coped or haven’t coped with it.  I think 

it’s a great record and, more importantly, I think it’s more than the sum of its 

parts and takes you somewhere quite profound when played from start to finish. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: The sound is near impossible to pin down in my 

opinion.  The word ‘operatic’ has been thrown about though.  I think this is a 

pretty cool and apt description, but it still doesn’t even scratch the surface!  How 

would you describe the sound, how did it come about and who are your biggest 

influences as an artist? 

ROBERT MACFARLANE: The sound world is 

a result of all the instruments I started 

obsessing with during lockdown.  First 

came the mandolin, which I bought for fifty 

Australian dollars on Gumtree, which led 

naturally to banjo.  Then for a rhythm 

section I found a fretless bass ukulele in a 

second-hand shop which, when mixed up, 

sounded like the strangest, coolest upright 

bass ever.  I outsourced kit drumming for 

the two rockers on the record to a friend, 

Ben Todd, who is behind the skins for 

Cirque Du Soleil when they tour.  But for 

everything else I played whatever junkyard 

percussion I could find – bells, tambourine, guiro and, most importantly, cajon, 

which I adore as an instrument and, depending on how you mix it, can sound like 

anything.  My songwriting is heavily influenced by the ‘odd’ Beatles records – 

think The White Album and side two of Abbey Road, the great genius Warren 

Zevon, the ragged glory of Neil Young, but also the pre-rock songwriters like Irving 

Berlin   and   George   Gershwin.    There’s   plenty   of   opera   and   melodramatic  

“I think it’s a great record 

and, more importantly, I 

think it’s more than the 

sum of its parts and takes 

you somewhere quite 

profound when played 

from start to finish.” 
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theatrical stuff in there too but exactly 

where I’ll leave for listeners to find.  

And I’d say Bob Dylan is the saint 

overlooking it all, especially lyrically. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: You 

recently did a double A-side digital 

single with Aldora Britain Records.  

‘Bower Bird’ and ‘Circadian Rhythms’ 

were the tracks.  What are the stories 

behind these songs and what are they 

all about? 

ROBERT MACFARLANE: ‘Bower Bird’ 

and ‘Circadian Rhythms’ seemed like a great double single because they are both 

relationship songs in ways.  We’ve all known, and probably been with people who 

act like ‘Bower Birds’ – when anything perceived to be ‘better’ comes along, they 

disappear – and, as the chorus hints at, they usually leave a fairly tangled web of 

lies and other mess trailing behind them.  ‘Circadian Rhythms’ is unashamedly 

about lust.  Those people who keep you up at night and wonderfully disturb all 

the patterns in your life.  It’s me doing a Tom Waits / Leonard Cohen 

approximation and I think, ‘I kiss your lips, I kiss your feet, and somewhere in 

between we’ll meet’, is the most erotically-charged lyric I’ve ever written! 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: You have had a great 

reception to ‘My Opera Career’s Over’.  Please can 

you tell me all about it? 

ROBERT MACFARLANE: ‘My Opera Career’s Over’ 

has been a surprise hit!  It’s currently also in the finals of the International 

Songwriting Competition.  I think its success comes from the old Woody Allen 

quote, ‘Comedy is tragedy plus time’.  The whole opera industry has been mowed 

down by Covid-19 and I think with that many people have lost their identity.  So, 

the idea of two out-of-work opera singers smoking, drinking and going about 

tedious household tasks, but still having their delusions of grandeur even while 

scrubbing toilets was a very real one for most in our community.  I think that it’s 

a simple rollicking folk rock tune makes it somehow more poignant. 

 

“I’d say Bob Dylan 

is the saint 

overlooking it all.” 
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QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB RECORDS: Favourite artist?  ROBERT MACFARLANE: Warren Zevon. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite album?  ROBERT MACFARLANE: Always hard to say 

but at the moment either Abbey Road by The Beatles or Excitable Boy by 

Warren Zevon. 

AB RECORDS: First gig?  ROBERT MACFARLANE: I think B.B. King with my 

auntie on the How Blue Can You Get tour, amazing show! 

AB RECORDS: Style icon?  ROBERT MACFARLANE: In terms of doing exactly 

what you want to do… Lou Reed.  Also, if I make an album as good as Berlin 

one day, I’ll die happy. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite film?  ROBERT MACFARLANE: Too many!  A top five 

might be Being There (Peter Sellers), The Shining, 2001: A Space Odyssey, The 

Piano Teacher (Michael Haneke) and Duck Soup (Marx Bros).  

AB RECORDS: Favourite up and coming artist?  ROBERT MACFARLANE: Not 

quite up and coming but if you haven’t heard ‘You Let My Tires Down’ by 

Tropical Fuck Storm or ‘Tell Ben Kate’ by The Clever References, you are 

missing out big time! 
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Johnny Cash, Naked 
Written by Noel Holston.  Originally published in a Minneapolis newspaper in the 

late 90s, revised and republished 10 years ago for Like the Dew, a magazine 

dedicated to Southern culture. 

Noel Holston is also an acclaimed underground singer/songwriter.  His most 

recent album is entitled Better Late. 

‘Have I seen Johnny Cash?’  Coach said.  ‘Hell, I’ve seen Johnny Cash naked.’ 

It was the winter of 1965.  Coach Green was talking to a bunch of us boys after 

civics class, which is what he taught when he wasn’t coaching football at West 

Jones High School near Soso, Mississippi.  We were talking about bands and 

music.  A bunch of us had recently seen The Animals, one of the ‘British Invasion’ 

bands with the long hair and the ungodly big amps, and we thought they were 

the coolest.  I mean, we got to hear ‘House of The Rising Sun’ live. 

Another boy said he’d seen Johnny Cash one time, and he asked Coach if he ever 

had. 

Seems that back in the late 1950s, when Coach was a student at Mississippi State 

University, the student-entertainment committee had booked Cash for a show.  

When Cash didn’t show up for his soundcheck, Coach and a couple of other 

students were dispatched to his motel to see what was up. 
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Nobody answered their pounding on the door.  They had to get the desk clerk 

to let them into Cash’s room.  They found him sprawled naked across the bed, 

practically comatose from a combination of booze and who knew what else.  

One student went to get coffee while Coach and another boy dragged the 

unclothed country star to the bathroom, put him in the tub and turned on the 

shower. 

Once they got Cash sobered up and dressed, he was perfectly amiable, ‘just a 

good ol’ boy’, Coach said. 

He was amazed at the show Cash subsequently put on.  ‘You wouldn’t never 

have known’, he said. 

 

***** 

 

My buddy Eddie wheedled me into going with him to see Cash’s touring show 

one hot September night in 1968.  Cash was on the brink of making a huge career 

leap with his own prime-time series on ABC-TV.  But that fall, he and his musical 

family – which included his new bride and saving grace, June Carter, her sisters 

Anita and Helen, their mother, Maybelle Carter, hard-luck rockabilly star Carl 

Perkins, and the Statler Brothers, of ‘Flowers on The Wall’ fame – were still 

playing eight or ten fairs or small-town auditoriums for every big-name, big-city 

venue. 
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That night in the sweltering Civic 

Center in Laurel, Mississippi, a 

space more accustomed to 4-H 

Club rallies and minor-league pro 

rasslin’, Cash’s troupe played as 

though they were at Carnegie 

Hall.  They seemed truly glad to 

be there.  From Perkins’ crackling 

‘Blue Suede Shoes’ to Cash’s 

whooping ‘Orange Blossom 

Special’ to a triumphant ‘Will the 

Circle Be Unbroken?’ with the 

Carters at the end, their warmth 

and enthusiasm never flagged. 

As they were playing their encore, Eddie had the bright idea that we try to sneak 

backstage.  We emptied our pockets of change and paid a boy we knew to get 

the security cops’ attention so we could slip behind them up the stairs to the 

right of the stage. 

We crawled up the dark, steep stairs on our hands and knees until we realized 

that our outstretched hands were touching not stair wood but shoe leather.  We 

looked up, and towering above us, looking about nine foot tall in undertaker 

black at the top of the stairs, was the man himself. 

‘Wha’chu boys doin’ down 

there?’ he asked in a baritone 

rumble that sounded like it 

should be coming from a burning 

bush. 

We gulped.  This was the fellow 

who sang about shooting a man 

in Reno ‘just to watch him die’.  

He had done time.  Everybody 

said so. 

But Cash didn’t give us the boot.  

His craggy face broke out in a 

familiar grin.  He shook our 
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hands.  We babbled on about how much we enjoyed the show.  We realized we 

had no paper to get his autograph on.  I ripped apart a pack of Marlboros, 

scattering cigarettes down the stairs as I tried to stuff a few in my shirt pocket.  

I offered Cash one.  He declined.  He signed his name and best wishes on the 

pristine white innards of the cigarette pack. 

I blurted out that my friend was a pretty good guitar picker and was a big fan of 

the Carters. 

‘Is that right?’ Cash said to Eddie.  He shot me a withering look but admitted that 

he had learned the Carter Family ‘lick’ from old records and fooled around with 

the autoharp some, too. 

‘Would you like to meet them?’ Cash asked us.  I thought Eddie was going to 

have a heart attack. 

Cash told us to wait while he checked.  A minute later, he ushered us into what 

we’d now call a green room and introduced us to his family.  Somebody offered 

Eddie a guitar and asked him to play something.  A window air conditioner 

purred in the background.  While I look on amazed, Eddie sat down on a beat-

up sofa and began to fingerpick the Carters’ signature song, ‘Wildwood Flower’.  

Mother Maybelle joined in on autoharp.  Soon the whole room was ringing with 

an impromptu jam.  Eddie quit playing and, like me, just soaked up the sound. 

When Cash walked up to the stage door, he said, ‘You boys take care of 

yourselves.’ 

‘You, too,’ we said.  ‘You, too’. 
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***** 

 

I thought about that night when I 

first heard Cash’s album Unchained, 

released late in 1996.  It turned out 

to be one of the last of his career – 

he was struggling with Shy-Drager 

Syndrome, a rare neurological 

disorder that progressively damages 

the nervous system. 

Unchained is a beautiful, sad, 

exhilarating record.  It’s Johnny 

Cash, naked. 

He sounds like a man who knows his 

time is short and who’s settling up, getting his house in order.  His song selection 

is shrewd and highly personal.  His voice may have been bigger when he was a 

younger man, but he never sounded more truthful. 

Cash sings ‘Memories Are Made of This’, a schmaltzy old Dean Martin hit, as 

though he were taking inventory of his own heart.  He celebrates his endless 

travels in the tongue-twisting ‘I’ve Been Everywhere’.  Lines from a Beck song 

that he covers – ‘Dog food on the floor / And I’ve been like this before’ – conjure 

up wastrel days long past. 

He sings ‘Kneeling Drunkard’s Plea’, written 50 years earlier by his wife-to-be 

and her sisters, and his own ‘Mean-Eyed Cat’.  On ‘Rusty Cage’, a Soundgarden 

song, he sounds defiantly determined to shake loose of the infirmities that 

constrict him.  He exposes his vulnerability, his doubt, in the title song, singing: 

‘Have I seen an angel / Or have I seen a ghost / Where’s that Rock of Ages when 

I need it most?’ 

Unchained won Cash a 1998 Grammy for best country album, but it would have 

fit in the inspirational category just as well.  There are lessons to be gleaned from 

his resilience, his continued openness to fresh ideas and his determination to 

make art from whatever life shows him, including a glimpse of his own end. 

I’m listening again to Unchained, and I’m wishing to high heaven I knew what 

happened to that scrap of paper from a Marlboro pack. 
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The Compilation Series 

As well as producing a regular e-zine, Aldora Britain Records releases superb 

accompanying compilation albums.  This is the best place to discover 

independent, underground, and authentic musical talent from around the 

world.  The albums are priced amazingly generously to make them accessible to 

everybody and these donations are what allows Aldora Britain Records to carry 

on and to grow, so please give more if you can! 

The compilation series has been hugely successful in spreading the word about 

independent artists and bands.  Songs from these albums have so far been 

played on four different continents on over thirty radio shows.  Alongside this, 

we have been the feature of ‘specials’ on four radio stations and podcasts.  They 

have also achieved over 167,000 streams on Bandcamp in the last year! 

You can download the latest compilation HERE!   

Happy listening and be sure to follow up and dig deeper on the artists that you 

discover; thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/celebrations-regrets
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Puttin’ It Aboot 
Formed in 2008, Edinburgh blues kings JED POTTS AND THE HILLMAN HUNTERS 

have been setting independent venues and blues clubs ablaze with their 

swashbuckling take on the rawest of musical genres for over a decade.  There is 

an urgency, rhythm and groove to The Hillman Hunters that often goes amiss in 

many modern blues outfits.  Currently releasing regular singles of original 

material as the world begins to open up, Aldora Britain Records caught up with 

vocalist and guitarist Potts to discuss the band’s previous eponymous album.  

This is a record that captivates your imagination and casts you back to an era of 

moonshine, bootleggers and great bluesmen on the porch watching it all go by.  

This is Jed Potts and The Hillman Hunters. 

JED POTTS AND THE HILLMAN HUNTERS CAN BE HEARD AS PART OF THIS ALDORA BRITAIN 

RECORDS COMPILATION.   

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Hi Jed, how are you?  It’s an absolute pleasure to 

have you involved.  I love your playing and your music.  I also spent a good 

number of years living in Edinburgh, so it’s great to have you guys on board!  As 

we haven’t spoken too much before, I was wondering if you could tell me a bit 

about you, your music and how The Hillman Hunters came to be? 

JED POTTS: Hi Tom, thanks for the kind words and thanks for including us on the 

compilation.  The embryo of the Hillmans was actually ‘The Holby Hunters’.  At 

college Jonny Christie – the Hillmans drummer – and I would do these ten-

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/stories-bold-untold
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minute, high energy medleys of classic rock songs.  It would be something like 

the intro of a Free song, into the first verse of a Thin Lizzy song, into the middle 

section of a ZZ Top song, into the outro of a Focus song.  Sort of like an even 

more demented classic rock version of Jive Bunny.  A couple of years later I 

decided to put the Hillmans together with Jonny on drums and Pauric Logue on 

bass.  Pauric eventually moved to Germany and Charlie Wild, who I’d worked 

with in The Blueswater, joined.  That’s the current line-up, and the one that’s on 

the album. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: You released the album with The Hillman Hunters 

in 2018.  How did it all come about and how was it received? 

JED POTTS: The band had been together for about a decade and during that time 

we’d only recorded a demo and the Dead Ready EP.  People were often asking 

when we were going to get around to an album and I eventually felt that the 

time was right to document what we were all about.  We more-or-less just tried 

to capture what the band was like live.  We recorded it over a few days at 

Chamber Studio with Graeme Young and I think it’s an accurate representation 

of the band.  I’m pleased with how it turned out.  In terms of how it was received, 

Blues Matters and Blues in Britain did some nice features on it, and people tell 

me they like it so… 
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ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: I love 

how the album is a mixture of 

originals and older blues 

standards.  My favourite cover on 

there is ‘Trying to Get to You’.  I 

still remember when I first heard 

that version by Elvis.  Wow!  Your 

version brings out the soulful side 

of the song for sure.  Is it 

important to you guys that you 

put your own unique take on 

songs and how do you go about 

doing this? 

JED POTTS: Ah, cool!  I heard the 

song on one of those Elvis at Sun 

compilations and I just thought it 

was a great tune and would 

probably suit the Hillmans.  I 

suppose our version was just 

developed over the course of 

playing it live.  In terms of having a unique take on material, I learned early on 

whilst trying to pick covers that a lot of the great blues songs are actually great 

performances.  Meaning the records are great but when you try to learn them 

as covers you quickly realise that there’s no ‘song’ in the traditional sense.  

They’re more like a document of a moment.  Howlin’ Wolf is a great example of 

this.  So, I learned to focus on covers that I thought were great in their essence 

– the hook, melody, words could survive almost any interpretation.  What this 

often meant in practice is that I could pick material that we could throw in at a 

gig with no rehearsal.  By necessity Jonny and Charlie would instinctively find 

their own parts.  We wouldn’t be distracted by the parts on the record and often 

the guys might’ve played a song many times before ever considering what 

might’ve been on the original. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: I am also really enjoying ‘Draughts’, an original 

track.  It’s a completely instrumental song, so I was wondering if you could tell 

me how these swinging bluesy instrumentals come about.  What is the creative 

process?  Is it a case of just jamming away until you hit the spot? 
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JED POTTS: ‘Draughts’ is a pretty 

unique story, creatively speaking.  

I play with a band called The Katet, 

led by Mike Kearney.  The Katet 

has a song called ‘Chess’ and I 

started wondering if I could write 

a ‘response’ that sort of followed 

the same shape as ‘Chess’, but simpler.  The joke being that draughts is a simpler 

game than chess.  So, it’s kind of backwards, in that the idea for the song came 

from the train of thought about the title.  If you compare the two songs you can 

maybe hear the musical joke, so to speak. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: As I said earlier, I used to live in Edinburgh, so I’m 

quite curious to hear how the scene is there these days.  Any bands you can 

recommend? 

JED POTTS: Well, it’s pretty non-

existent at the moment as you can 

probably imagine.  But before the 

Covid situation the live scene was 

really strong.  Hopefully we’ll be 

able to get back to that.  A lot of 

pubs, clubs and venues have bands 

and you can see live music until 

3am, seven nights a week which is 

pretty rare.  In fact, the Monday 

night late slot residents at The Jazz 

Bar, Glamour and The Baybes, are 

great and have an originals album 

called Space Road Trip which is 

worth checking out.  Their singer, 

Angus Munro, is an absolute freak 

of nature!  Another great Edinburgh 

band are Jellyman’s Daughter who 

are sort of folk / Americana. 

 

“I could pick material that we 

could throw in at a gig with no 

rehearsal.  By necessity Jonny 

and Charlie would instinctively 

find their own parts.” 
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QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB RECORDS: Favourite artist?  JED POTTS: Edward Hopper. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite album?  JED POTTS: My mum and dad’s photos from 

their 1983 camping trip in France are particularly good. 

AB RECORDS: First gig?  JED POTTS: Ocean Colour Scene at The Queen’s Hall.  

Mosely Shoals tour.  I was 11! 

AB RECORDS: Style icon?  JED POTTS: Dan Conner, particularly in the early 

seasons.  Great shirts! 

AB RECORDS: Favourite film?  JED POTTS: Eastman Kodak 400T.  Fuji Eterna 

250D is a close second. 

JED POTTS: Favourite up and coming artist?  JED POTTS: Umm… does Van 

Halen still count as up and coming? 
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In Review (Part 1) 
Blurred Lines by Babe Gurr  

For fans of singer/songwriter, alternative country and 

folk. 

Canadian songstress Babe Gurr creates a fantastically 

dazzling concoction of rootsy Americana and well-

crafted storytelling folk on Blurred Lines.  ‘You’re My 

Truth’ introduces the record with a bluesy twang and a country undertow.  A 

strong opening statement.  ‘If I Could Fly’ and ‘Dark Sided Man’ follow, truly 

emphasising the depth to Gurr’s songwriting potential.  The former edges 

towards an experimental feel and the latter returns to the alternative blues tint.  

‘Lonely’ is a pouncing bluesy rocker, ‘Lost Without You’ is a jazz-inclined rootsy 

marvel and ‘You’ is a heavyweight roots rocker.  ‘Trust’ is the final offering and 

concludes this mini-LP exceptionally well, a final example of Gurr’s honest and 

emotive songwriting.  Blurred Lines is an exquisite showcase of fine Americana 

songwriting, a brilliant collection. 

Live At Lorenzo’s by Mud Bay 

For fans of blues rock, electric blues and rhythm and 

blues. 

Mud Bay have been the definitive powerhouse blues 

band from Canada since 1978.  Live At Lorenzo’s is a 

beautiful testament to this enduring legacy.  ‘Stop Using 

Me’ shuffles in with howling mouth organ and rhythmic Berry-esque guitar 

input.  A fantastic call-and-response blues number to open the album.  ‘Alcohol’ 

comes next with a harder edge, gritty and dirty in its approach.  The roadrunner 

‘29 Miles’ introduces a funky soul kick and ‘Au Contraire’ is a joyous roots rock 

number.  The raucous and bass-heavy dancefloor filler ‘Blizzard’ brings Side A to 

a hellraising conclusion.  This is only the beginning though. 

‘Dead End Town’ is jumping electric blues jive, ‘Pins’ has a hard rock edge 

underpinning it and ‘Playhouse’ slows proceedings down with bluesy balladry.  

There is time for country shuffle ‘Tomales’ before Mud Bay launch into their 

telling of the recognisable classic ‘Route 66’, a worthy version of this much-

covered track.  Live At Lorenzo’s succeeds in capturing the essence of 
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contemporary blues.  Mud Bay are firmly in touch with their influences but bring 

a fresh and unique flair to this timeless style.   

Melting Palms by Melting Palms  

For fans of dark wave, reverb rock and space rock. 

German noise rock outfit Melting Palms made a strong 

debut in 2018 with this self-titled EP.  An odyssey into 

the world of post-punk and its weird and wonderful 

offshoots.  ‘Styx’ opens the enthralling soundscapes 

with a spacious and growing piece of technicolour modern psychedelia.  An 

endless plain of reverberating brilliance.  ‘Sober’ and ‘Wave/Escape’ come next, 

emphasising Melting Palms’ musicianship and tightness as a band, one unit 

coming together to create fantastic and different noise.  ‘Illusion’ has an added 

aggression, a hint at garage rock perhaps.  ‘Subject Of Devil’ is the mysterious 

closing number, an enticing piece that ventures into a seemingly infinite number 

of directions.  Melting Palms was an important record for this German group, 

allowing them the space and freedom to explore their unique sonic intentions. 

Songs From the Kitchen Table by Genni Kane 

For fans of folk, country folk and Americana.  

Flying Emus member and genius songwriter Genni Kane 

offers us this brilliant set, Songs from the Kitchen Table.  

This is a record that will leave you beholden to Kane’s 

immense talent and ability with music and words.  ‘The 

Kitchen Table’ is the obvious opener and it enthrals listeners immediately, a 

simple and honest sentiment, you are brought into the inner-circles of Kane’s 

life.  ‘20,000 Days’ is a loving country folk number and ‘Believe in Me’ contrasts 

as an upbeat rootsy rock offering.  ‘Isa Brown’ is an early highlight, a haunting 

track that has a traditional feeling, a true storytelling song.  ‘As If I Would Forget’ 

and ‘Ice-Cream & Secrets’ draw Side A to a conclusion.  Another fine exploration 

of country folk and a yodelling slice of joy. 

‘If I Die Before You’ has a dark blues feel, ‘Folk Singer’ is a storming banjo 

roadtrip and ‘That’s Enough’ is a story of tenderness, happiness and festivities.  

‘Worries In Your Pocket’ is a cleverly written alt country journey and ‘Dust & 

Bones’ is an award-winning piece.  This track is a biographical journey for Kane, 

a hometown song,  something  everybody  can  relate to  and  live  through.   ‘The  
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Captain of The Ship’ is the ukulele-led conclusion, fantastic.  Songs from The 

Kitchen Table captures the essence of homeliness and familiarity.  It is these two 

traits that will bring listeners in and convert them to fully fledged fans of the 

brilliant Genni Kane. 

My Relentless Dead by Pete Haydon  

For fans of progressive rock, post-rock and jazz rock. 

For those who believe that prog was a phenomenon 

from the past, prepared to be proven wrong.  Pete 

Haydon has unleashed the odyssey-like piece that is My 

Relentless Dead, and it certainly packs a punch.  

‘Looking For the Light’ is our introductory arrangement, immediately exploring 

mystical and cosmic themes.  There is an otherworldly aspect to Haydon’s music 

from the offset, an experimental mindset.  The hard-edged bluesy rocker ‘Only 

Got Me to Lose’ comes next, a track that also incorporates a joyous and upbeat 

ode to 60s pop.  ‘Church of Melancholia’ holds onto the blues rock aspect but 

returns to that progressive arena too.  Haydon’s voice is a definitive highlight 

here too, deep and gritty.  ‘The Devil’s Hour (3AM)’ is a softly spoken piece of 

balladry and ‘Sea Green Incorruptible’ is an environmentally conscious piece 

with musical flair in abundance.  ‘Quiet Man’ and ‘My Relentless Dead’ conclude 

Side A, both furthering the experimental themes.  

‘Robeson’ has a freeform, jazz-influenced feel to it and ‘Distant’ returns to the 

mystique and a supernatural ambience.  Next, Haydon introduces us to four 

consecutive suites of his ‘Laid in Earth’ opus.  Here, we are taken through worlds 

of classical, raga, jazz, folk blues and much more in over ten minutes of carefully 

crafted music.  The experimentalism of ‘The Dark Side’ brings My Relentless 

Dead to an epic conclusion.  There are very few independent or underground 

records made in the contemporary arena that push out boundaries as far as 

Haydon does here.  A worthy addition to any record collection that’s for sure. 
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The Compilation Series 

As well as producing a regular e-zine, Aldora Britain Records releases superb 

accompanying compilation albums.  This is the best place to discover 

independent, underground, and authentic musical talent from around the 

world.  The albums are priced amazingly generously to make them accessible to 

everybody and these donations are what allows Aldora Britain Records to carry 

on and to grow, so please give more if you can! 

The compilation series has been hugely successful in spreading the word about 

independent artists and bands.  Songs from these albums have so far been 

played on four different continents on over thirty radio shows.  Alongside this, 

we have been the feature of ‘specials’ on four radio stations and podcasts.  They 

have also achieved over 167,000 streams on Bandcamp in the last year! 

You can download the latest compilation HERE!   

Happy listening and be sure to follow up and dig deeper on the artists that you 

discover; thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/celebrations-regrets
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The Queen and The Ace 
The blues exists and is 

championed all over the world.  

In France, it is being revitalised 

by the outstanding FIVE 

BLUESMEN.  There is a unique 

quality at play in this band, 

however.  Influences range from 

rhythm and blues to original rock 

and roll, all the way to Brit-rock 

and hard rock.  It is a hard-edged 

sound that perfectly underpins 

the deep-set vocals of RAY 

PERELLI.  The band’s most recent 

studio outing was 2018’s 

impeccable Five Seasons of Blues, a collection of nine modern blues cuts.  We 

had a chat with bass player extraordinaire FRANCOIS MOUROT about the record 

and the band’s journey so far. 

FIVE BLUESMEN CAN BE HEARD AS PART OF THIS ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS COMPILATION. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Hi Francois, how are you doing?  It is so great to be 

chatting to you today.  Could you start off by telling me about the band and how 

the Five Bluesmen came to be? 

FRANCOIS MOUROT: Hi Tom!  Thank you, it’s a pleasure for us to be chatting 

with you too.  Five Bluesmen was born ten years ago.  At first Five Bluesmen was 

Ray and nobody else!  Then he met a bass player who introduced Elvis, Eric and 

Pascal to him.  Three years later the bass player left the band three weeks before 

a show.  They asked me if it was possible to replace him and I said, ‘Hmm, why 

not?  Playing the blues won’t hurt me!’  That was in 2013! 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: I find your style absolutely electric.  That 

contemporary take on the blues is perfection to my ears!  Who would you say 

“Hmm, why not?  Playing the blues won’t hurt me!” 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/the-remedies
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are your biggest influences and how do you put your original stamp on a timeless 

style like the blues? 

FRANCOIS MOUROT: Ray is the only real bluesman in the band, all the others 

are crooks!  Elvis played rock and roll and rockabilly all through his teenage 

years.  Now he listens to more blues rock like J. Bonamassa, R. Cray, E. Clapton 

and many others.  Three things drive his life – playing the guitar, growing 

tomatoes and playing the guitar.  Eric and Pascal have been friends for a long 

time.  They share the same musical culture.  They are just two wonderful 

specimens of hard rockers!  They listen to hard rock, they eat hard rock, they 

sleep hard rock.  Listening to Motorhead, Metallica, Rush, Rival Sons.  Everyone 

is headbanging stuff!  As for me, I don’t have any blues culture except for Nine 

Below Zero or Dr Feelgood.  I listened to more British music from the 70s.  Bands 

like The Animals, The Kinks.  In the same day I can also listen to The Subways, 

Alabama Shakes, Pete Doherty – I love that guy, Garbage, Marvin Gaye, Art of 

Noise and I’m a really big fan of PJ Harvey, The Kills and Jack White… 

With all these influences… when you play blues normally, it makes sparks and 

I’m glad you felt it.  All our influences make a real melting pot through several 

decades of different styles of music – all rooted in the blues.  We just try to bring 

our little grain of sand after a long list of incredible musicians. 
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ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: You put out your Five Seasons of Blues album a 

couple of years back.  It still does it for me though!  Can you tell me about the 

album and the process of making it? 

FRANCOIS MOUROT: The first rehearsal after the official release of Black and 

White Blues, our first album, we already had the songs for Five Seasons – each 

of us had a lot of ideas.  It was like being in a schoolyard.  ‘Hey, you have to hear 

this!  Oh yeah, that’s good, but you have to hear this too!  Oh, that’s cool!’  Then 

we worked.  Ray and sometimes Eric wrote the lyrics, each one bringing his own 

piece of the puzzle.  Then we played them on stage and the band polished the 

songs.  Ray met Grana Louise, a great blues singer from Chicago, with whom we 

also played a few gigs.  Eric thought of asking her to do backing vocals and she 

said, ‘Hmm, why not?  Playing the blues with little Frenchies won’t hurt me!’  

When we played ‘War’, I thought that a kids’ choir could do it and Eric said he 

knew one.  He recorded them.  There were one hundred people singing on ‘War’.  

It was very impressive.  When the time came, we recorded Five Seasons at 

Electric Studio with the excellent Serge Begnis.  Five days later, all the songs 

were recorded.  One month later, with Eric and Serge, we came back to the 

studio for the last mix.  You must also know that Eric is a talented painter and 

loves cinema very much.  He made the cover of the album, as for the first album.  

He also shot all our videos. 
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ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: I’d 

like to single out ‘Mississippi 

River’.  It is a perfect blues number 

to conclude a storming R&B 

record.  What is the story behind 

the song and what is it all about?  

Is it a bit of a homage to some of 

the original bluesmen? 

FRANCOIS MOUROT: Yes, that’s 

right!  It’s a homage to the 

bluesmen, and don’t forget about 

the alligators!  A few years ago 

Ray and Elvis had a trip to New 

Orleans, I think it left its mark.  

One day Ray came with a picking 

guitar and lyrics.  Eric said, 

‘Voodoo!  Guys, imagine the 

video.  It will be like this and like 

that.’  He is incredible.  Pascal said, 

‘Ok, I will play clarinet!’  Elvis 

turned up the volume two times, I took a pick and started my fuzz.  Sometimes 

a simple sentence gives you the way!  Later I added some mandolin.  It’s the last 

song we play on stage, at the end I give the bass to Ray and I take the mandolin.  

Eric takes his snare and comes with us, the audience sing with us and it’s really 

very cool, at this particular moment.  You feel like it’s impossible to end the gig 

even if we have already played three hours.  Eric has also been inspired by that 

song to draw the ‘bones dog’ and the whole cover. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: I have noticed there’s an increasingly prolific ‘roots’ 

scene coming out of continental Europe – blues, rockabilly, beat.  How is it to be 

part of this scene and how difficult is it to break into?  Do you have any advice 

for bands who are just starting out? 

FRANCOIS MOUROT: No, I don’t know how to be part of any scene.  I never tried 

it and the musical churches have never interested me.  Seriously I’m not the best 

man to give advice!  The only one I give is you have to be generous, play and 

take pleasure, give all your soul as if you were going to die at the end.  Play for 

all the musicians of your band and listen to them.  Put yourself in music’s service, 
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not the opposite.  The last thing I would say is to be humble.  That way, when 

the show ends you will feel fine.  Ok, ok, that was a lot of advice.  I’m a 

chatterbox! 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB RECORDS: Favourite artist?  FRANCOIS MOUROT: It’s hard, currently 

without a doubt Jack White. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite album?  FRANCOIS MOUROT: That’s hard too!  What 

do you think about Rumours? 

AB RECORDS: First gig?  FRANCOIS MOUROT: Status Quo on January 13, 1977.  

AB RECORDS: Style icon?  FRANCOIS MOUROT: Eric always says I get dressed 

so British.  Can you tell me if it’s a compliment from a fucking hard rocker? 

AB RECORDS: Favourite film?  FRANCOIS MOUROT: Big Fish and all Tim 

Burton. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite up and coming artist?  FRANCOIS MOUROT: I recently 

heard a young artist, Robert Zimmerman.  Have you already heard of him too? 
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Nomadic Movements 
Weekly Independent Music Taster #52  

Released October 16, 2020 

ABR-80 

21 tracks 

Download HERE 

“Melodic powerpop … timeless delta blues.” 

“Glossop Road” by Harp and A Monkey 

Manchester’s Harp and A Monkey open this week’s 

compilation with a jangling, chiming folk song.  

‘Glossop Road’ has all the qualities of an old-time 

composition, but there is a modern indie feel to it 

as well.  The band perfectly bring these two worlds 

together. 

“Fun Of the Fair” by The Room in The Wood 

‘Fun Of the Fair’ turns proceedings towards grungy 

psychedelic rock.  The Room in The Wood have an 

undeniably retroist quality to them, hinting at definite 

influences from both the 60s pop and 80s post-punk.  

These approaches are combined to create a brilliantly 

moody psychedelic soundscape. 

“Under The Vampire Moon” by Lorraine Leckie and 

Her Demons 

This track lands somewhere between modern dark 

psychedelia and rootsy rock and roll.  Lorraine Leckie, 

with Her Demons in tow, creates a brilliantly spacious 

and bouncing soundscape.  There is a fantastic skill to 

this songcraft, ‘Under the Vampire Moon’. 

 

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/nomadic-movements
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“Metal Kid” by Popular Creeps 

Popular Creeps come next with a glorious offering of 

laidback powerpop perfection.  ‘Metal Kid’ follows the 

story of that band next door, from the garage to the 

stage.  It is a brilliantly relatable story set to the perfect 

soundtrack.  Detroit’s Popular Creeps do it just right, 

fantastic. 

“Talking To Them” by Sorrey 

‘Talking To Them’ comes next and changes our theme 

to modern indie pop with an 80s nod.  Sorrey mix that 

iconic guitar rock sound with a more tranquil, 

synthesized approach.  It is a beautiful combination 

that brings out a wonderful foray into contemporary 

dreamy psychedelia. 

“Stupid Boyfriend” by Brandi Ediss  

This track is a statement of empowerment from Ediss.  

It is set to a joyous, upbeat backing and sees the 

protagonist recount all the things that her boyfriend 

does for her.  It isn’t quite enough though.  An 

interesting and aptly fitting story line for a 21st century 

indie pop song.  

“Lockdown Blues” by Moonlight 5 

Australia’s Moonlight 5 capture the pain and grief that 

the whole world has felt through the coronavirus 

lockdowns.  A gritty, earthy blues number, stopping 

and starting to reflect the pattern that the world has 

followed these last two years.  These are indeed the 

‘Lockdown Blues’. 
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 “John Henry” by Fernando Neris  

Belgium blues maestro Fernando Neris wows us 

with his exquisite version of ‘John Henry’.  The 

playing is exceptional and to the point, coupled 

fantastically with a gritty and experienced vocal.  It 

truly sounds as if Neris has come into his own, 

bringing this authentic cut to life. 

“Barren Daughters” by Thomas Hine 

Thomas Hine comes next and turns the listener’s 

attention to a kindhearted folk sensibility.  ‘Barren 

Daughters’ is a brilliant Americana story that has been 

written for modern times.  A fine example of the 

writing and playing talent of the marvellous Hine.  

Brilliant. 

“Rambling William” by Wilde Taylor 

‘Rambling William’ is a purebred country tune from 

New Zealand’s marvellous Wilde Taylor.  There is 

an Americana feel in the fantastic fiddle work on 

the track and the story is pure outlaw western.  The 

song truly does follow in the great southern 

traditions of musical heritage. 

“So Blue” by Gaelle Buswel  

This cut adds a bluesy rock infusion to proceedings.  

There is a strut and forwardness about the music of 

Gaelle Buswel, especially on ‘So Blue’.  It is a Stonesy 

stomper with a soulful undertone and fantastic intent.  

This rootsy French queen is in fine form and delivers 

here. 
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“I’m Not That Girl” by Randie O’Neil  

Randie O’Neil unveils her take on country songwriting 

on her emotive number ‘I’m Not That Girl’.  This is a 

song filled with self-empowerment and confidence, 

seeing O’Neil travel down memory lane and coming to 

terms with who she is and where she has come from.  

A lovingly crafted tune. 

“I’m Here” by Chris Williams 

North Carolina has produced an endless amount of 

word-class songwriters over time, and Chris Williams 

certainly puts his hand up to be counted amongst 

them.  ‘I’m Here’ is an alternative country meandering 

from the heart, beautifully played and performed with 

soul. 

“Dog’s Day Out” by The Dust Men 

‘Dog’s Day Out’ is a composition that evolves through 

its duration, making stopovers at jazz cafes and blues 

motels along the way.  The Dust Men play with a 

gentle rhythm and sway, moving along at just the right 

pace.  It has a fun side to it as well, emphasised in the 

dynamic vocal performance. 

“Sarah” by Ern Malley  

Ern Malley pack a punch on ‘Sarah’, a song that 

combines the disparate worlds of post-punk and folk 

rock with an effortless ease.  This clash and 

juxtaposition is what really stands out about the band’s 

sound, a recreation of rock and roll for a new scene and 

a new crowd. 
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“Geddit” by Electric Jaguar Baby 

Fuzzy French escapades is what we have come to 

expect from the gnarly Electric Jaguar Baby.  ‘Geddit’ 

has a primitive, tribal approach.  The track is built 

around a direct beat and layered with reverb-

drenched guitar, an almost impassable wall of sound.  

Loud hard and heavy rock. 

“Come Along with Me” by Moro and The Silent 

Revolution 

An expertly crafted hybrid of genres is what comes 

forth from Moro and The Silent Revolution on the 

joyous ‘Come Along with Me’.  The track carves out 

a unique space within the indie folk paradigm and 

brings in influences of alternative pop too. 

“The Nomad” by Sunlit Moth 

Experimentalism is the name of the game when Sunlit 

Moth enters the studio.  ‘The Nomad’ has a 

progressive tint to it whilst bringing in harder rock 

rhythms and a post-punk sensibility.  It is an 

instrumental piece that successfully seeks out new 

territory and spaces. 

“That 8 Hours” by Cat’s Eye  

Cat’s Eye brings a lo-fi ambience with the bedroom 

pop of ‘That 8 Hours’.  It is a quirky and dreamy 

composition that shows this Swizz singer / songwriter 

is willing to try new approaches and styles.  It’s as 

though the song floats through a soundscape of blurry 

yet colourful textures. 
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“The Soulless Highway” by H27 

H27 bring together an almighty clash of classic rock, 

heavy metal and hard rock to create their ‘Soulless 

Highway’.  The track is relentless, crunching and 

intense.  A fuzzy and heavy onslaught of never ending 

rock and roll energy, a brilliant addition late on in this 

collection. 

“Hagley Village Rocker” by Pill Fangs 

‘Hagley Village Rocker’ has a dark psychedelic vibe 

from the outset.  This is twisted with jangly guitar 

tones and an industrial, working class vocal 

performance.  It has a curious, experimental feel – 

something that Pill Fangs often embrace.  It works 

fantastically. 

 

Pictured: Pill Fangs. 
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The Compilation Series 

As well as producing a regular e-zine, Aldora Britain Records releases superb 

accompanying compilation albums.  This is the best place to discover 

independent, underground, and authentic musical talent from around the 

world.  The albums are priced amazingly generously to make them accessible to 

everybody and these donations are what allows Aldora Britain Records to carry 

on and to grow, so please give more if you can! 

The compilation series has been hugely successful in spreading the word about 

independent artists and bands.  Songs from these albums have so far been 

played on four different continents on over thirty radio shows.  Alongside this, 

we have been the feature of ‘specials’ on four radio stations and podcasts.  They 

have also achieved over 167,000 streams on Bandcamp in the last year! 

You can download the latest compilation HERE!   

Happy listening and be sure to follow up and dig deeper on the artists that you 

discover; thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/celebrations-regrets
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Preliminary Silhouettes  
Indiephoria originator STEVEN BARCLAY – a.k.a. THE CHOSEN LONELY – is a solo 

artist from the North of Scotland.  Currently gaining increasing acclaim through 

radio play on national stations – mainly Amazing Radio and BBC Introducing – 

and support slots with the world-dominating LEWIS CAPALDI, Barclay is building 

a solid and loyal following.  His debut EP laid out his DIY, independent manifesto, 

which has been successfully converted into triumphant recent singles such as 

‘Zoom Romance’.  During the long months of lockdown, Barclay chatted to 

Aldora Britain Records about his journey so far. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Hi Steven, how are you doing?  It is such a pleasure 

to be talking.  Could we start off right at the beginning?  What are some of your 

first musical memories and what pushed you towards pursuing music? 

STEVEN BARCLAY: My entry into music goes way back to some of my earliest 

memories.  My mother often tells me stories of how I used to ‘shout’ along to 

Aerosmith’s ‘Don’t Want to Miss A Thing’ whenever it was played in our house.  

At that point I was probably around 3 – 4 years old.  Unconventionally, I ended 

up learning loads of Scottish traditional music, picking up accordion at 6 and 

bagpipes a few years later. 
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As I approached my mid-

teens – I was going through 

high school at a time when 

guitars were disappearing 

from the singles charts – 

and out of nowhere, I found 

myself gravitating towards 

that select few in the school 

grounds who still wore 

Oasis-esque parkas and were listening to artists like Glasvegas and The Kooks.  I 

more-or-less claimed my older brother’s acoustic guitar and really, I’ve never 

looked back from there.  

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Your current project is the superb Chosen Lonely.  

How did this come about?  It is pretty much your solo project isn’t it? 

STEVEN BARCLAY: Thanks man, superb has a nice ring to it!  Basically I’d been 

fronting a band back in 2016 called Ralia.  We had a real good energy about us 

and played a handful of reasonably high profile shows.  It all came to a head 

during the autumn however, and after a bit of time away from music, I started 

to play a bit of guitar again, mainly in the house.  I’d acquired some basic home 

studio equipment and I set about recording demos of some of the tracks I’d 

“As I approached my mid-teens … I 

found myself gravitating towards 

that select few in the school 

grounds who still wore Oasis-esque 

parkas and were listening to artists 

like Glasvegas and The Kooks.” 
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written for Ralia.  Interestingly, these specific recordings are featured on my EP 

in their original form – ‘Charlton Lane’ and ‘Sunshine Year’. 

Once I was ready to start booking shows in my local area, I was lucky enough to 

land myself a performance at the thousand capacity venue in Inverness, The 

Ironworks.  It was in preparation for this show that I decided I didn’t want to just 

play a fully acoustic set.  I’d been expanding my horizons in what I was listening 

to at the time, it was taking the form of stuff like Moby, Primal Scream, MGMT, 

Jungle.  I guess this is what resulted in me experimenting with drum loops, heard 

primarily in the early tracks of the EP.  I got a few songs of this style ready for 

the show.  The Chosen Lonely was a name I came up with almost directly after 

the split of my last band.  But the plan was never to be a solo artist at that point.  

Somehow, as things have developed in their own way, I feel The Chosen Lonely 

name is the perfect descriptor of what this project is all about.  It does what it 

says on the tin for me. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: I love the style of writing.  It’s a very Scottish and 

earthy approach in my opinion.  Songs about what you know and where you 

grew up.  Storytelling songs.  How does your creative process work and are there 

any themes you like to use when writing? 
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STEVEN BARCLAY: In terms of song 

construction, there were a number of 

different approaches taken towards tracks 

on this record.  As mentioned above, two 

tracks were purely recorded at home, 

which I think helped capture that earthy 

approach you nodded towards and in turn 

has given those tracks a real character.  But 

tracks like ‘Tenerife’ for example were 

much more methodical than I’m previously 

used to.  Shortly after The Ironworks show, I set out to write more tracks in the 

style that I was developing.  Upon discovering a drum loop I liked, I wanted to 

see what I could put over the top of it.  Usually, drums would be one of the very 

last things that I’d think about, as most of my tracks, up until that point, tended 

to have been written on an acoustic guitar or piano.  This is something I’ve been 

able to build on more recently and use as a different approach to gain differing 

results.  When I was playing in Ralia for example, I would’ve turned my nose up 

at this type of writing but I think it shows testament to how creative one can 

really get when the boundaries are down.  It’s easy in a band to get confined to 

what you all believe your sound is, which is quite strange because you’d think 

the more people bouncing off 

each other, the better.  Yeah 

sure, I guess this is by no means a 

rule of thumb, but I’ve found it to 

be my experience that a lot can 

really happen when I’m exploring 

things alone.  The writing on this 

debut record has totally brought 

me out of my comfort zone and 

I’m really enjoying it. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: 

Your sound is also hard to pin 

down.  A bit of indie folk, a bit of 

an alternative edge.  How would 

you describe it, how did it come 

about and who are your biggest 

influences? 

“It’s easy in a band to 

get confined to what 

you all believe your 

sound is … The writing 

on this debut record has 

totally brought me out 

of my comfort zone.” 
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STEVEN BARCLAY: Some of the experimentation that I’ve alluded to above is 

perhaps the largest factor in creating what I believe to be fairly unique.  I’m by 

no means claiming to be re-creating guitar music or anything drastic, as a lot of 

what I’m doing is just piecing elements from different influences together.  But 

yeah, I’d say that it’s arrived at a place that doesn’t immediately lean to any one 

specific band that you could say ‘he sounds like these guys’.  When I was playing 

in bands before, I had quite a rigid view on what was and wasn’t to be considered 

music of value.  You almost had to be playing a hollow body guitar for me to look 

anywhere near you at one stage.  Maybe it’s something that comes as you grow 

up a little, but my head’s in all sorts of music these days – from Kylie Minogue 

right through to Supertramp. 

I’ve had a few people describe it close to ‘indie folk’ before.  Folk is actually 

something I would never have seen coming but it must ring true due to the 

number of people who have said it.  I remember one guy describing me as a 

Scottish / Celtic Stone Roses.  I have to say, I wasn’t disappointed with that as I 

love the Roses.  It seems clear that some of the early Scottish influences of my 

youth must be starting to reappear and make their way into my writing, even if 

it is just in a subtle way.  I think all in all, I’ve finally been able to let go of that 

teenage thing where I believed I had to write in a certain way to be deemed 

‘cool’.  I’m now starting to be able to connect with whatever I’m feeling and just 

let it come out in my own way. 
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As for biggest influences, the ever-

present ones remain the likes of 

The Beatles, Stone Roses, The 

Vaccines.  For the first EP in 

particular, I’d say the extras that 

get added to that list would be 

Moby, The 1975 and I could 

possibly even squeeze in Christine 

and The Queens somehow 

actually!  

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Let’s 

talk about the Barclay EP, a great 

little collection of what you are all 

about.  What are your memories from making and releasing it, and how would 

you say it has been received? 

STEVEN BARCLAY: I’m really delighted with how this EP has turned out and for 

it to have received ‘Record of The Week’ on BBC Scotland during its first week 

of release.  This meant I’d kind of already met my goals!  Since then, I’ve been 

packaging up copies to send all over the UK – haven’t quite ventured overseas 

yet but there’s still time.  When I think of the creation process for this record, 

there is a real sense of achievement.  I think back to those early demos from 

home, then the development of the live sound.  If ever I wanted to put together 

a list of songs that rounded off the early times of The Chosen Lonely, then I think 

this EP epitomises it perfectly.  When I’m holding a CD copy in my hand at home, 

there’s definitely a satisfaction in that.  I must give an honourable mention to 

Gregor McPhie from Glasgow’s HQ Studios.  He helped kick the sound of the 

three lead singles on a bit and I left that studio with a real anthem in ‘Madkat 

Mary’. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: What is the story behind ‘My Fair Lady’, what is the 

song all about? 

STEVEN BARCLAY: ‘My Fair Lady’ is the first track that I put together for that live 

show.  This was when I was beginning to make use of electronic drum machines.  

I actually first wrote the chorus a while before that.  It was a rough song idea 

that never really went anywhere.  Then when I’d come up with the main drum 

part, the groove that it had led me to pick up my guitar and start playing that 

half-finished song.  It rapidly became a finished song and was the first ever track  
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to be played live as The Chosen Lonely, 

probably paving the way for the rest of 

the EP to come together.  In terms of 

what it’s about, it’s quite a dreamy 

number.  Without giving too much 

away, it’s probably about some of the 

fears and insecurities that can arise in a 

relationship and the escapism that can 

come within the same setting, which if 

anything is probably more unhealthy 

than the fears themselves.  I think that’s 

what the contradiction is about when it 

enters with ‘My fair lemony maid came crashing by like the wind, and I can feel 

her soft as cotton every time’.  Crashing winds that have a temporary solace 

attached to them. 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB RECORDS: Favourite artist?  STEVEN BARCLAY: The Beatles.  I won’t allow 

myself to pretend it’s not. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite album?  STEVEN BARCLAY: Pink Floyd, The Wall 

perhaps just edges it. 

AB RECORDS: First gig?  STEVEN BARCLAY: First one I remember is actually 

Busted at Glasgow’s SECC quite some time ago.  Tell you what though, their 

2016 return Night Driver found me accidentally through Spotify and that is a 

really great record. 

AB RECORDS: Style icon?  STEVEN BARCLAY: Has to be Liam Gallagher’s fault 

that my wardrobe is primarily jackets. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite film?  STEVEN BARCLAY: I’d love to say something 

edgey like a Tarantino number, but it’s actually going to have to be Notting Hill. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite up and coming artist?  STEVEN BARCLAY: At the 

moment, I’m really loving Birmingham band Ivory Wave.  It’s like my sound on 

steroids!  Sounds like if the Hacienda opened in 2021 – massive stuff! 
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In Review (Part 2) 
American Hamburger by Thanks Light 

For fans of folk rock, country and southern rock. 

‘Mutant country, drunken gospel’.  This is the mission 

statement that has been laid down by Austin’s Thanks 

Light and American Hamburger, their most-recent long 

player, is the perfect explanation.  The quirky ‘Dead 

Ghost / Dam’ comes first, venturing into areas of cosmic Americana and modern 

rootsy rock with a very relaxed backbone.  ‘Pig’ follows and is a tender-hearted 

shuffle with an honest heart, ‘NY & LA (Broke My Heart)’ is a confessional 

melancholic country number and ‘Passed Out Drunk’ is a rebel-rousing drinking 

song that sways through the night.  ‘I Get High (Off You)’ and ‘Fire & Gasoline’ 

bring the first half of American Hamburger to a close and sit perfectly in between 

folk rock intent and alt country stylings. 

‘Bones & Ash’ is a modern and menacing country folk song with a morbid 

undertone.  ‘Spirit To the Lord, Body to The Earth’ is a fine embodiment of both 

mutant country and drunken gospel and ‘See You Run’ is a restrained murmur 

of American campfire storytelling.  ‘I Give Up’ and ‘Forever Gone’ continue the 

lyrical honesty and resurrect the initial cosmic feel.  ‘Hamburgers, Beers & 

Cigarettes’ is a knees-up outro and the most eventful 30 seconds of music that 

you will ever hear!  American Hamburger is a brilliant offering and sees an 

American band searching for new areas of their musical heritage and legacy. 

Blooming by The Buzzdealers  

For fans of garage rock, blues rock and hard rock. 

Athens-based quartet The Buzzdealers revive rock and 

roll for a modern audience on the exceptional 

Blooming.  The fuzzy warbling of ‘Like an Old Song’ 

introduces listeners to this infectious blend of Greek 

rock music.  One can hear the band almost channelling those timeless ‘old 

songs’, a perfectly apt intro.  ‘Electrocution’ follows, serving up a funk-infused 

hard rocking groove, and ‘Sweaty Moves’ is garage rock aggression at its finest, 

marching and direct with twanging guitars.  ‘Sling’ has a seductively sinister tone 

to conclude Side A, highly suggestive of what is to come. 
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‘So Divine’ sees The Buzzdealers slow it down with a piece of classic-sounding 

blues rock balladry and ‘Who’s Gonna Save My Roll’ is the undisputed highlight 

of the set.  This track has it all – the euphoria, the punch, the strut.  A truly 

infectious piece of glamorous rock and roll.  ‘Sex Me’, ‘Hypersonic Jaunt’ and 

‘Pretty Maze’ comprise the glorious closing trio.  Taking listeners on a beautiful 

sonic journey through the hard and the heavy.  Garage, blues, hard rock, fuzz, 

reverb.  It is all there.  Blooming provides further evidence of the immense depth 

that pours out of the sweaty underworld of Greek rock and roll, an exceptional 

contemporary rock album. 

Dildo Party by Golden Shower  

For fans of punk rock, garage rock and garage punk. 

Golden Shower get in touch with the seedy side of rock 

and roll with Dildo Party.  ‘Things I Learned (When It 

Was Too Late)’ opens proceedings and casts this Italian 

band as melodic powerpop heroes.  ‘Love Parade’ 

follows with a psychedelic twist that could take listeners back to the genre’s 

heyday and ‘Dildo Party’ moves more towards the free-flowing protopunk that 

the record explores further throughout.  ‘Velvet Sky’, ‘The Golden Motel’ and 

‘Touch Me’ continue heavy on the harmonies with a strong punk-inclined intent.  

There is even some Hammond sound on ‘Touch Me’ with a soulful R&B kick.  It 

proves to be a brilliant combination. 

‘Bread, Pork and Wine’ revives that R&B kick with a wailing mouth organ, ‘King 

of The Lovers’ has a technicolour vibe and ‘Timeless’ is a speed-of-sound foray 

with an obvious pop punk punch.  ‘Nobody Knows’ slows down the time 

signatures to fantastic effect, ‘The Pipe Cleaner’ has a glamorous rock strut and 

‘Second Come’ brings back the tribal garage punk aggression.  ‘Mental’ is the 

final offering, allowing Golden Shower one last chance to overload the reverb 

and blow listeners away.   Dildo Party is an album that has a total disregard for 

the acceptable and benign.  This is aggressive rock and roll perfection. 
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Five Things by Small Town Tigers  

For fans of garage rock, rock and roll and punk rock. 

Rimini punk Small Town Tigers unleash another 

bombastic foray of powerhouse punk on Five Things.  

‘Five Things’ and ‘Just Friends’ create a lasting first 

impression.  Driving and pounding punk anthems with 

an abundance of attitude and snarl.  ‘Girl’ has an earlier feel, hinting at those 

long lost protopunk bands.  Almost like a fuzz rock approach.  ‘Find Myself 

Another Name’ and ‘Darling Please!’ have a moodier edge, a garage band 

mentality.  ‘I Want It Now’ is a riot grrrl escapade, ‘Runaway Gal’ is a speedy 

punk rocker and ‘The Bitch’ turns the dials up to eleven for one last time.  Five 

Things is a fantastic introduction to the continental punk scene.  Thank you, 

Small Town Tigers!  

Avec La Verite, Vous Avez Le Droit D’Aimer by The 

Naked Sun  

For fans of folk rock, country rock and alternative 

country. 

The Naked Sun give us their French titled opus whilst 

remaining deeply indebted to the musical heritage of 

their Pennsylvanian homeland.  Avec La Verite, Vous Avez Le Droit D’Aimer is a 

fantastic exploration through various styles of Americana.  ‘Frozen Sand’ 

welcomes listeners with an easy listening and catchy folk rock number.  A casual 

feel underpinning a deeply soulful and relatable vocal.  The elegant ‘Lovers Love, 

Lovers Leave’ follows and gives off a classic and eery country vibe through a 

haunting slide guitar.  A brilliant and poetic composition.  ‘Marigold’ brings in a 

more contemporary influence and shows a different side to The Naked Sun with 

a synthesised backbeat.  ‘Secret We Both Know’ is a rootsy wonder and ‘La 

Verite’ is the EP’s glorious crescendo.  This final track is an 8-minute journey 

filled with folk rock brilliance, a track that has a classic feel immediately.  Avec 

La Verite… is a short, 5-song journey into The Naked Sun’s class.  Five songs is all 

you will need to be converted, however.  Superb.  
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The Compilation Series 

As well as producing a regular e-zine, Aldora Britain Records releases superb 

accompanying compilation albums.  This is the best place to discover 

independent, underground, and authentic musical talent from around the 

world.  The albums are priced amazingly generously to make them accessible to 

everybody and these donations are what allows Aldora Britain Records to carry 

on and to grow, so please give more if you can! 

The compilation series has been hugely successful in spreading the word about 

independent artists and bands.  Songs from these albums have so far been 

played on four different continents on over thirty radio shows.  Alongside this, 

we have been the feature of ‘specials’ on four radio stations and podcasts.  They 

have also achieved over 167,000 streams on Bandcamp in the last year! 

You can download the latest compilation HERE!   

Happy listening and be sure to follow up and dig deeper on the artists that you 

discover; thank you!  

 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/celebrations-regrets
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From the Vaults with                                                   

Lucky Shots 
Grizzly Blues 

Originally published in Aldora Britain Records Issue 9, January 2020. 

It’s an absolute pleasure for us to have our first group from Greece.  LUCKY 

SHOTS are a hard blues, stoner rock group that play their rock and roll dirty.  

They’re already been featured in Classic Rock magazine and are now dropping 

by to talk to us.  This interview explores the indie music scene in Greece, as well 

as getting to know the band and taking an in-depth look at their California Grizzly 

EP. 

Let’s just say the Greeks know how to play great rock and roll music.  Check it 

our below and enjoy. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Hi guys, how are you doing?  Thank you for taking 

some time to chat to us.  We’ve not had any bands from Greece before, so it’s a 

pleasure!  First of all, could you tell us a bit about the guitar-based music scene 
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in Greece?  Are there many bands like yourself 

playing this type of hard bluesy rock? 

LUCKY SHOTS: Surprisingly there are a lot of 

rock bands across Greece.  Especially the 

psychedelic rock genre, that is popular here.  

Hard bluesy rock bands are up and coming 

again too.  The Big Nose Attack and George 

Zervos are two of the most popular bands that 

we have a similar approach and taste in music 

to. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Could you tell us 

about Lucky Shots now?  How did the band 

come about?  Where did the name come from? 

LUCKY SHOTS: The band originally was formed as a cover band of garage and 

vintage rock tracks.  But one thing led to another and we decided that we 

wanted to compose our own music in order to express our personal influences 

of rock and roll. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: You’ve recently brought out your California Grizzly 

EP.  How did this come about and can you tell us about the recording of the 

release? 

“One thing led to 

another and we 

decided that we 

wanted to compose 

our own music in 

order to express 

our personal 

influences of rock 

and roll.” 
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LUCKY SHOTS: As we were 

creating some songs, we decided 

that it was about time to release 

our first work as a band.  Then 

we had a ‘lucky shot’, again, as 

we were introduced to our 

producer Alex Bolpasis who had 

a big impact on our sound.  He is 

regarded, by all of us, as our fifth 

band member.  All the tracks 

were recorded live in an attempt 

to capture the vintage sound of 

the 60s and 70s.  We also came 

up with the name California 

Grizzly as our beloved bear is included in the lyrics of the last song on the EP.  

We added the ‘California’ in order to give the feel of the sound before even 

listening to our songs. 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: The songs on the EP have a very hard-edged blues 

garage rock feel to them.  How did you find yourself playing in this style?  What 

type of artists and records influenced you? 

LUCKY SHOTS: It came naturally to us, although we started covering garage rock 

songs.  As we began to compose our own songs, we moved closer to our blues 

and rock and roll influences.  Individually, we have a lot of influences which 

range from blues and rock and roll to experimental and indie rock.  Some of 

them would be Bruce Springsteen Born in The USA, Johnny Cash I Walk the Line, 

Rolling Stones Tattoo You, The Sonics Sinderalla, The Clash London Calling, The 

Black Keys El Camino, Kings of Leon Because of The Times, Radiohead Kid A, 

Pixies Doolittle, Queens of The Stone Age Like Clockwork, Black Rebel 

Motorcycle Club Beat the Devil’s Tattoo, The Black Angels Indigo Meadow and 

every single Led Zeppelin record! 

ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: Can you tell me about the track ‘Show Me Some 

Good Love’?  It’s probably my favourite on the EP.  What is the song all about? 

LUCKY SHOTS: It is just a humorous approach to every one-sided crush that has 

happened in everyone’s life!  This song could be for a girl, glancing back at a bus 

stop just before leaving… 
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ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS: What’s up next for the band? 

LUCKY SHOTS: We are currently working on our next album and we are also 

planning some live gigs around Greece.  Hopefully we may have a tour around 

Europe soon too! 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB RECORDS: Favourite artist?  LUCKY SHOTS: Black Keys. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite album?  LUCKY SHOTS: I Walk the Line, Johnny Cash. 

AB RECORDS: First gig?  LUCKY SHOTS: Architecture, Athens, Greece. 

AB RECORDS: Style icon?  LUCKY SHOTS: Johnny Cash. 

AB RECORDS: Favourite film?  LUCKY SHOTS: Hateful Eight. 
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Aldora Britain Records are extremely proud and privileged to have established links with 

individuals and organisations from all around the world who help us promote the artists that 

are contained within these pages.  It has become a fairly unique network of likeminded people 

who are working together to push the same goals and ethos.  Everyone listed here has 

become good friends of the Aldora Britain Records Community and we are extremely thankful 

for the help that they have given us along the way. 

Our roster of original artists: 

John Donegan, Darren Tuck, Psykobilly, The Broxton Hundred, Maze, The Lamplight Club, Jamie McKay, Joel Rogers, The 

Theme, Phil Matthews A.K.A. The Village, Rascallions, Brian Chevette, Marshall Sidbury, The Room Upstairs, Bitterwind, The 

Vodka Tourists, Steam Train Hearts, The Lost Dolls, Sam Kaiser and The Wilderness Party, Conan Castro and The Moonshine 

Pinatas, Phil Gammage, Jim Bachmann, S.H.I.N.E, David Newbould, Phil Sorrell, Duane Mark, Joel David Weir, Luback, 

Armchairanarchists, Upright Sinners, Moonlight 5, Driving School, The Chris Rolling Squad, Night Herons, Christopher Peifer, 

Grant Nesmith, Highwater, Daniel Young, The New Aquarians, Tenderhooks, The fundaMentals, Dain Norman and The 

Chrysalis Effect, Stan Matthews, Andrew Ferguson as SIASA, The Big Believe, The Insolent Willies, The Unkool Hillbillies, 

Nurseratched, The Barbarian Horde, The Ormidales, Ryan Oyer, The Tino Band, Of Shadows And Lights, Sean Jeffery, Bronco 

Hutchings, Distorted Model, Gearedmah, Necessary Animals, Waterfahl, Charlton Lane, Ryan Newton, and The Reference 

Shelf.  

Our radio collaborators: 

Christian’s Cosmic Corner and various other shows at Mark Skin Radio, John Donegan’s Casual Modcast, Beth at The Indie 

Lounge and Planet Beth, Andris at Luxy Galaxy, Aron at Brutha Voodoo’s Playlist Obscura, Brian at All Things Blues and 

Southern Rock, Rik and Brian at The Lucky Bag Show, Elaine at The Alternative Sessions on Conquest Hospital Radio and The 

Midweek Indie Disco on V Dub Radio, Dave at The Gasfoodlodger, Radio Kaos Caribou, Tommy at The Third Class Ticket and 

Next Up With Tommy Clark, Neil at Along the Track at Blues and Roots Radio, Wolfman Rocks Radio, Sean at The Cookie Club 

and Target Radio, Andy at The Devil’s Jukebox, Markus at Departure Podcast, Paul at The Real Music Show on Conquest 

Hospital Radio, Henry at Dancefloor Troubadour on Boogaloo Radio, Sean at Six6 Selectors, Darren at Reggae Got Soul on 

Portobello Radio, Kevin at Punky Reggae Party on Hull Kingston Radio, Steve at Blank Generation, Paul at Transmission on 

CCR Radio, John at Tuning Up, Andy at Woking Music Radio, Will at Boogaloo Radio, Pete at Windmill Broadcasting, Isaac at 

Banks Radio Australia, Ludivine at Radio Salopette in Luxembourg, Mike at Mike’s Music Madhouse, Neil Vessey at In Yer 

Ears and The Folk Pilot, Teri Morris at Music Matters with Teri, Matt at Black On Track, Holger at Cactus Rock Radio, Alberto 

at Moure Soroll, David at Latidos 37, and Israeli DJ Ahiad Lock. 

Other collaborators: 

Dana Berry for TMT, Rik and Brian at Tip Top Pop Show, Phil Sorrell at Caretaker Studios, Johnny at Mods of Your Generation, 

Jason at Upcycle Mod Boutique, Andrea at Pinball Wizard, Yep Magazine, Andrew at The Uncarved Block, Garry at Button Up 

Records, Johnny at Rebel Music Records, Colin at Direct Records, Area Pirata Records, Go Down Records, Roux Recordings, 

Alexander at Blackjack Illuminist Records, Sister Raygun Records, Green Monkey Records, Gypsy Farm Records, Bang Disques, 

Chris at Blue FX Records, Jeff at Saustex Records, Louden at Bloody Great PR, Jamie at Cannonball PR, MT Threat Productions, 

FDH Records, and Rex at Big Stir, FDH Records, Numavi Records, Big Stir Records, and Snow Wolf Records. 

We would also like to thank everybody who has ever featured in the e-zine and every member of our blossoming independent 

music Community.  We appreciate all of you. 

Thank you for reading, see you 

next time! 
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those of the artists and 
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these viewpoints. 
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